IR5500/OPIR-5 Quick Start Guide
Standard Range Units
Rev F

1. Enter Path Length in meters

Standard Range Unit
rST
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Pct

C
Apply magnet on LEn menu

A
* Hold magnet over GM logo
* Remove when PCT appears

Pth
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The purpose of this Quick Start Guide is to help customers perform the minimum procedures for
having a working open path gas detector. It is not a substitute for the operating manual.
WARNING: If you do not roughly align the source and receiver before power up, you may have
faults that you will need to reset before adjusting alignment
HOUSING SITES

ALIGNMENT MENU

Normal
Operation

Apply magnet on PTH menu

##

D
* Repeatedly apply magnet to set path length in meters (Max is XX)
* Error in path length should be <5%
* If value is surpassed, have to go back to minimum by cycling through past XX
* When finished, wait until menu PTH menu cycles again (ntr, LEn, nLF, Fi)

2. Select Light Filter Option (if applicable)
ntr

E

LEn

nLF

Fi

* Skip to “F” if light filter is not installed (i.e. if you see flashing from source)
* Apply magnet on nLF menu to change to LF (only if light filter is installed)
* When finished, wait until Pth menu cycles (ntr, LEn, nLF, Fi)

Tools:

F
Apply magnet on Fi to exit PTH menu

3. Optimize Alignment

- 2.5 mm hex allen wrench

HEX SCREWS

XXX

- Magnet

Start at Source:

No Action Required: Unit is zeroing

HEX SCREWS

- Apply power to the source (if not already powered)
- Align source to receiver using housing sites and adjusting the four hex screws
-Tighten all hex screws while keeping alignment in tact
- Measure and record the distance (i.e. path length) between the source and receiver in
meters

No Action Required: Entering Operating Mode

G
* % Alignment Value displays as 2 or 3 digit number between XX and XX.
* Adjust alignment using the housing sites and 4 hex screws
* When % value stops blinking, alignment is acceptable (>80)
* TIGHTEN 4 HEX SCREWS
* Make sure % value is still and not blinking.
* APPLY MAGNET TO EXIT ALIGNMENT and BEGIN ZEROing

AC

OC
Normal
Operation

ANALOG OUT MENU

1. Change analog output Values
Normal
Operation

Standard Range

A
* Hold magnet over GM logo
* Remove when SE appears

End at Receiver:
- Align receiver to source using housing sites and adjusting the four hex screws
- Tighten screws lightly so that movement is minimized (the final alignment will be done
with power applied to the unit)
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* Apply Magnet when
* Ao1 appears
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dis

Apply Power to Receiver

Ao1

Hrt

Display will show the following
r F

(r= revision, F= version)

SU

(shows steady for several minutes, SE=set up)

C
* Apply magnet on fault to set AO level
* Repeatedly apply magnet to set AO signal for fault at desired level
HART AO options: 0, 1.25, 1.30, 1.35, 1.40, …. ,3.0,
* When finished, wait until Ao1 menu cycles (Hrt, bbF, dET, Elc, inF, EdF, SPL, Fi)

bbF

dET

ELc

inF

Fault Types and Default AO
bbF = beam block fault, Default = 2
dET = Detection Fault, Default = 0
Elc = Electrical fault, Default = 0
inF = Input fault, Default = 0

2. Return to Normal Operation
XX

0

E
Wait as 7 menus past Ao1 cycle through (Ao2, rLY, AL1, AL2, AL3, CH1, CH2)

(normal operation, 0 if no combustible gas present)
Fi

Now follow the Alignment Menu and Analog Out instructions

F
Apply magnet on Fi to Return to Normal Operation

Normal
Operation
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SPL
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Apply magnet on Fi to exit Ao1 menu

IR5500/OPIR-5 Quick Start Guide
Short Range Units
Rev F

1. Enter Path Length in meters
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Apply magnet on LEn menu
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The purpose of this Quick Start Guide is to help customers perform the minimum procedures for
having a working open path gas detector. It is not a substitute for the operating manual.
WARNING: If you do not roughly align the source and receiver before power up, you may have
faults that you will need to reset before adjusting alignment
HOUSING SITES

ALIGNMENT MENU
Short Range Unit

B

* Hold magnet over GM logo
* Remove when PCT appears

##

* Apply magnet to set path length in meters (Max is XX)
* Error in path length should be <5%
* If value is surpassed, have to go back to minimum by cycling through past XX
* When finished, wait until menu PTH menu cycles again (ntr, LEn, nLF, Fi)

2. Select Attenuator Option (applicable for Short Range)
ntr

LEn

nLF

nAT

Fi
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* Apply magnet on nAT menu to change to AT
* When finished, wait until Pth menu cycles (ntr, LEn, nLF, Fi)

Apply magnet on Fi to exit PTH menu

F

* Skip to “G” if light filter is not installed (i.e. if you see flashing from source)
* Apply magnet on nLF menu to change to LF (only if light filter is installed)
* When finished, wait until Pth menu cycles (ntr, LEn, nLF, Fi)

Tools:
- 2.5 mm hex allen wrench

4. Optimize Alignment

XXX

HEX SCREWS
H

- Magnet

No Action Required: Unit is zeroing

Start at Source:

HEX SCREWS

- Apply power to the source (if not already powered)
- Align source to receiver using housing sites and adjusting the four hex screws
-Tighten all hex screws while keeping alignment in tact
- Measure and record the distance (i.e. path length) between the source and receiver in

* % Alignment Value displays as 2 or 3 digit number between XX and XX.
* Adjust alignment using the housing sites and 4 hex screws
* When % value stops blinking, alignment is acceptable (>80)
* TIGHTEN 4 HEX SCREWS
* Make sure % value is still and not blinking.
* APPLY MAGNET TO EXIT ALIGNMENT and BEGIN ZEROing

AC

No Action Required: Entering Operating Mode
OC

Normal
Operation

ANALOG OUT MENU
Short Range Unit

1. Change analog output Values
Normal
Operation

meters

rST

A
* Hold magnet over GM logo
* Remove when SE appears
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End at Receiver:
- Align receiver to source using housing sites and adjusting the four hex screws
- Tighten screws lightly so that movement is minimized (the final alignment will be done
with power applied to the unit)

* Apply magnet on fault to set AO level
* Repeatedly apply magnet to set AO signal for fault at desired level
HART AO options: 0, 1.25, 1.30, 1.35, 1.40, …. ,3.0,
* When finished, wait until Ao1 menu cycles (Hrt, bbF, dET, Elc, inF, EdF, SPL, Fi)
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* Apply Magnet when Ao1 appears
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Hrt

Apply Power to Receiver
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Fault Types and Default AO
bbF = beam block fault, Default = 2
dET = Detection Fault, Default = 0
Elc = Electrical fault, Default = 0
inF = Input fault, Default = 0

Display will show the following
2. Return to Normal Operation
r F

(r= revision, F= version)
XX

SU

(shows steady for several minutes, SE=set up)

0

(normal operation, 0 if no combustible gas present)

Fi

Now follow the Alignment Menu and Analog Out instructions

E
Wait as 7 menus past Ao1 cycle through (Ao2, rLY, AL1, AL2, AL3, CH1, CH2)

F
Apply magnet on Fi to Return to Normal Operation
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Apply magnet on Fi to exit Ao1 menu

